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AT EURO Disney, outside Paris, four high-profile architects have built five hotels celebrating various aspects of the American landscape: the Hotel New York, the Sequoia Lodge, the Cheyenne, the Newport Bay Club and the Hotel Santa Fe. This last inn, a Southwestern tongue-in-chic extravaganza, is punctuated with rusting vintage cars, a saguaro cactus in a glass cage and a parking lot that evokes a drive-in movie theater – the guests have to walk under the screen to enter the hotel.

The architect, Antoine Predock, wanted to leave this giant movie screen provocatively blank. (The Europeans would simply raid their memories for images to project.) But Disney said no. A blank screen would not do. Well, then what do you paint permanently onto a movie screen outside Paris to conjure the myth of the West? Clint Eastwood – of course. "There is no one more American than he" is what Norman Mailer said, hitting the nail on the hard head, steely gaze, tight jaw. There is always a bullet in his gun, pain in his heart and a cold gray rain of rage in his
eyes. For years the biggest international movie star on the planet—turf that he ceded in the last half of the Eighties to actors with bigger biceps (in Hollywood) and bigger guns (in Washington)—Eastwood has metamorphosed not into the dusty legend we might expect but rather into an ambitious filmmaker. In 1988, Bird, his downwardly spiraling riff on Charlie Parker, was avant-garde in its methods and its madness and, while saluted by the critics, left most of the audience behind. In 1990, Eastwood stretched again with White Hunter, Black Heart, a comic take on John Huston's whimsical, obsessive attempt to shoot an elephant before he'd shoot The African Queen. Without question, in these last twenty years, Eastwood has ridden a long way from his first film as a director, Play Misty for Me.

And now Eastwood, who first came to prominence in a trilogy of westerns for Sergio Leone, has added to the lore with Unforgiven, his sixteenth feature as director and thirty-sixth as star. High Plains Drifter (1973), The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976) and Pale Rider (1985) are Eastwood's grand triptych of westerns; Unforgiven is the frame that changes how we view them. A polished piece of rawhide revisionism, it's antiracism, antiheroic and antiviolent. It's Eastwood's first dance with myth where the music's not cartoonish: It's mature, and now, at sixty-two, so is he. If Unforgiven is not his last western, it should be; if it's not recognized right away as a classic, it will be.

I met Eastwood at Mission Ranch, a hotel he owns near his home in Carmel, California. Cordial but distant at first, he was quite friendly by the end of the night, though he keeps self-analysis a stranger in town.

What's the most vital thing you try to get across as an actor? I'm not sure what this means, if it's the constant reaching, the constant stretching for new ideas or even, in the current project, variations on a theme. It's very hard to find things that haven't been done. But I'm always looking for that excitement. Sometimes it doesn't happen.

Is it an emotional satisfaction or an intellectual one? I like to respond to movies as a member of the audience — on an emotional level. I don't always: Sometimes I find myself getting carried away with how it's done, and it's a sign usually that it wasn't done well. It's an emotional thing: Would I like to see this? Would I like to be in it? Would I like to direct it? I ask myself a lot of questions, but I usually don't spend a long time answering them. I usually make a decision rather fast.

Or... Sometimes I joke using the words. But it's really intuitive. I read something that sparks me. Unforgiven I read as a sample of [writer] David Webb People's work, figuring it wasn't available. Francis Coppola had it at the time, and he couldn't get it going. So I called up to ask about the writer's availability for something else, and he told me it was available. That was a surprise. It seemed to me very timely.

How long have you owned it? Since 1983. When I look back, I've kind of spun off of instinct and luck. The Outlaw Josey Wales came to me as a blind submission. I read it and liked it.

Is the kicking back at the end of a film — looking back at the accomplishment — is that the most satisfying thing to you, or is the process of doing it the satisfaction?

Some people are let down by finishing a project. I'm always elated to finish. Everybody has their pet part of it. I enjoy shooting a film, but I really enjoy when it's all shot, and everyone has been excused, and I go to edit it with maybe one or two people. Then there is so much less pressure. There are not the thousands of questions.

Editing is your time of maximum control and yet maximum flexibility. Absolutely. That's where you can make or break it. That's when you breathe all the life into it. And you have to have all the pieces — the pieces have to be there.

Do you discover the film in the editing?

No, I discover it in the shooting. I know what's there when I go to the editing. I may be surprised — it may play better or worse than I expected — but I pretty well remember everything I've done.

It's abut to go to you to go out and shoot a film and not be sure what you want to get, the way some directors do. It seems... I... I just can't conceive it.

Supposedly, one of the reasons you turned down Coppola on Apocalypse Now when you were offered the role of Willard was because there was no ending to the film.

There were also several other problems. Francis had been talking to Steve McQueen, and Steve had then recommended me. Steve wanted me to play Willard, so he called up Kurtz. I said, "Steve, it's up to them, they wanted you for Willard." And he said, "Well, I want to play Kurtz." I said, "Why?" He said, "Because I can do it in two weeks!" I said, "That's great, but what makes you think I want to work for all this time?" Then later, Francis called — and I had just bought a house, and my children were very young — and he said they were going to go to the Philippines for sixteen weeks. It was just too long. If it was eight weeks, I would have done it. And I said I didn't understand the ending. He said they were going to work on that. But anyway, two years later they were still shooting, and Martin Sheen had had a heart attack, and I thought: "Goodman! That could be all of you!" Well, I didn't like people to test me (Dabney), and it was terribly amusing. Francis is a nice guy and everything, but two years — I would have gone insane!

I bring this up because you're a guy who is known for coming in under budget and for wanting first takes.

Well, I don't get first takes all the time, but I want them, yes. Once in a while you get your great start-up actors — Gene Hackman and Morgan Freeman are great examples. They're the kind of guys where you start rehearsal, and it looks so good you say, "Wait a second, stop, roll this thing!" because there's no reason to be wasting it. They're ready to pull the trigger right away.

You direct rehearsals anyway, don't you? You don't have a real set of people to stare. I like people to do things naturally. I like things that come accidentally. I guess it comes from years of seeing something nice happen in a scene and then not ever being able to see it come up again. Usually a good performer can drag it up again, but it may never have that spontaneity. So I do make an attempt to always get that first take — there may be a lighting problem, technical problems — but you've got to be, like, stepping up to bat. You're not stepping up to bat. You're stepping up to hit the damn thing.

Once, you said, "The more time you have to think, the more time you have to screw up." Yeah. The more time you have to kill things with improvements [laughs].

You end up with a bureaucratically imagined movie. Yeah, exactly. And the movie can have a spirit like that. You get the feeling that the movie is wrong out. That it's all been squelched out before they ever printed the take. I like the inspiration of the first take.

What's jazz taught you about film?

That improvisation can work as well as long as you have the structure, as long as the tune is playing. As long as you know what the tune is, everyone can reach out. Actors who are acting generally are very much like jazz mu-
sicians: They are within the scene, but they are doing things that aren't exactly written — the unspoken word, the notes they are throwing in.

Do you ever feel ambivalent about your work once it's over and done with and out there as a part of our culture? Yeah. Sometimes. I don't think about it that much. I don't know whether it's callousness or whether it's a... I just don't think about it.

What about when the work talks back to you through the culture? Witness the celebration of the "Make My day" line. I knew when I did Sudden Impact that "Make my day" would be the key line to the whole picture just when I read it on the page. Now, I didn't know it would go like it did. People flew banners with it here, above the golf course. After a while, I really got sick of hearing it.

This may have to do with Eastwood as star as opposed to as director, but people impose agendas on you. In the Seventies you were a fascist, and in the Eighties you became a feminist — And just what anybody wants to put in there. I was probably more a feminist in the Seventies, certainly more than I am now. I thought, that's for sure. I remember when Dirty Harry was offered to me. It was offered by an executive who said that Paul Newman had told him about it and had said it's a great script, but he couldn't do it, because of political implications. It disagreed with certain feelings of his. Well, I read it, and I said, "I'll do it." What works for me is, I don't give a damn if I disagree with the guy or not — it's a lot more challenging for me to play someone who I really have nothing in common with. That to me is acting. And the fact that people think you really are someone is really not an uncomplimentary thing. Because if you've affected them that much that they think you are this gay and that you have this guy's phrasing, that you have done a job. Well, indeed, you more than most actors are assumed to fully inhabit the role to the point where you and the role are considered a kind of "unit of meaning."

That's the way it should be. That to me is the fun of acting. That's the way I've always thought. Both Don Siegel and I had a great time doing Dirty Harry in 1971 — we were both pro victim's rights, but we weren't anti-accused rights. We just thought: Here's a story that talks about the victim's rights. Okay, we'll do this story.

Now, if there was a great story about the rights of the accused who had been forced into prison, would we have been just as willing to play that?

Are you telling me that all the time you have actually been playing against type? In the westerns? In the cop pictures?

[Laughs] It's disappointing. I've run into young people along the way, and they are disappointed if I don't pull out a gun. I used to have guns, after Dirty Harry, pull up next to me and say, "Hey, call me an asshole like you did in the picture." People ask me to say, "Do you feel lucky?" I can't. I played it at the time. But now I couldn't say it without laughing.

What was Don Siegel talking about when he said: "You can't push Clint. It's very dangerous. For a guy who's as cool as he is, there are times when he has a violent temper." Well, that was the old days. You're mellomer now.

I hope so. He knew I could kick off. But we were young guys, hanging out. I could channel my temper into being in touch with my anger for the role. Channel it into another energy, for the most part.

Subvert all that free-flowing hostility into your roles?

Maybe. Maybe. You've got to have that love-hate thing with your audience. If you love them, they won't respond to you. [Pause] I never hated them, but I made them reach forward to me. I feel like if they lean forward, and they see that they're interested in what I'm doing,
"IN ‘UNFORGIVEN,’ DEATH IS NOT A FUN THING."

fine, but if you get to placating the audience, it becomes condescending to them, and then they'll feel that. Maybe they won't seem sensitive at times, and they may ignore you when you do your best work, but by and large they are cut in to the whole thing. And that's how they pick the people they want to embrace.

You're thought of as being quite close to your audience, and yet I'm wondering if there have ever been times — perhaps at the height of your commercial success — if it didn't bug you that the audience was just wanting the same thing over and over. I mean, even the most sensitive, sane artist would be driven to —

Driven mad, yeah! When you reach out and try something different, and the audience doesn't go for it, it makes you wonder what the hell is the matter. You've got to be philosophical about that. You can't think: "Well, I'll just do genre flicks now. If they want killing, I'll just kill. If they want mayhem, I'll out-mayhem myself." If you succumb to that, you become a self-parody. And I'm not interested in that. One good thing about having a certain amount of commercial success is you can afford to take a timeout. If you don't, it's kind of crazy, because you have only one career and one lifetime. If you look back on it, and you've made sixty westerns and forty cop pictures, it's sort of emo. Now, a lot of guys may be happy with that: "Hey, it's great, I can go out and golf and hit the ball on the weekends, and I really don't give a crap about anything." But I like films, and I like making them, and I like seeing them, and I grew up watching a lot of different kinds of films and different kinds of actors, and I think it's spread over into my life.

Let's talk about the Eastwood hero. I'm sure there are a hundred different things to say about this character and as many exceptions as rules, but one thing that does strike me is that the Eastwood hero is a deeply damaged guy who has been profoundly hurt and is acting out of that hurt.

I think so. I think the heroes all have something that is nagging at them. Dating back to A Fistful of Dollars and those stylized things. Most of the heroes I've played have definitely had something in their background that's painful. Up through Unforgiven, where he's really got damage. Through some pain, through some trial and error, through some suffering in life, you come to what you are. And guys of great strength who get things done — whether escapist heroes or not — have to have something in their lives to bring them to that point. They couldn't be guys who just had a normal life — a normal job — and this fell into place. It just can't happen that way.

Would you say that you're one of those sorts of guys?

Are you looking for a parallel in my life? [Long pause] I don't know. I don't get into a self-analytical position very often, and I try to avoid it. I could say that I have the ability to take the things in my life — the hurts and disappointments, whatever — and channel them into moving forward, channel them into a positive force.

Did you feel your roles were tapping into something that was not a stretch for you? Obviously, you didn't grow up as a gunslinger, but you were a lumberjack and a gas pumper and —

I beat around. I had my best-around years and my years of being lost. Lost in that I didn't know what I wanted to do or what I thought I could do. But I've never sat and analyzed how they fit in. I think it's strictly an imaginative thing. Just as you can imagine something positive in someone's life — a force going forward — so can you imagine a background that's slightly damaged.

It's just the imagination of the actor. You have to give yourself that obstacle to make the character interesting, to give it some depth. It can be somebody who has really had some pain in his life, like the outlaw Jesse Wales or William Mummy in Unforgiven.

The wounds those characters carry are profound.

It just takes a little imagination to do that. They are all suffering through a lot more than I've suffered in life.

I'm not going to ask you for more self-analysis than we were trained by there, but I'd like to ask you, parenthetically, why you don't want to get into a self-analytical mode.

I just ... it's not out of fear or anything, it's kinda like if I know too much about it, I'll wreck the ability to do it. Really, you're taking an art that is not an intellectual art form, it's more an emotional art form, so you approach it on more of a gut level, and you're bound to have better luck with it. The analytical stage only becomes how we're going to do it, how we're going to present it. I don't want to take the spontaneity out of developing the character. It's nice to find things out as you go.

Another aspect of the Eastwood hero is his fundamental and overwhelming decency to others — but when nitted, a sort of termination with extreme prejudice.

Yeah. Yeah, that's true.

They are not characters that bend. They snap.

Yeah, they don't just bend. They are loyal characters, but when they're wronged, yeah, they snap. That's something I'm attracted to, I guess, I find that appealing.

Is the fascination for you in what makes him snap?

What makes him snap is always interesting. What was so fun in playing this current character is that he's sort of forced by lack of prosperity into doing the only...
thing he really knows how to do well. And he has had feelings about that, and he keeps bringing up his own demons — people he has killed. There's a morality. It's not like doing penance for the mayhem I've created on the screen over the prior years, but in Unforgiven, it's the first time I've read it in a way, have been able to interpret it in a way that death is not a fun thing. Somebody is in deep pain afterward, even the person who perpetrates it.

There are consequences to the violence.

There are consequences all the way down the line.

Now, one of the things you've been slammed with over the years is that your pictures don't show the consequences of violence. They show the bottle of rage, the explosion — which is very cinematic — but they are weak on the consequences of violence, emotionally and otherwise. This picture changes that formula.

Yeah, it does. And I think that was the big appeal to me when I bought it in '83. I sort of nurtured it. I put it away, like a little, tiny gem that you put on the shelf and go look at it and polish it and think: 'I'll do this. Age is good for the character, so I'll mature a little bit.' Three years ago I decided I've got to do this. And today a lot of the stuff that has gone on this last year and a half, where a decision is made that is maybe not the right decision — where force was used to the extreme, like the Rodney King incident — is like Hackman in Unforgiven.

Why do the repercussions of violence matter to you now when they didn't matter to you so much before?

I think just generally changing in life. Hopefully, we're gaining more knowledge as the years go by. I'm not smart enough to have written it down, so all of a sudden I say, 'That's it, that's the element that's been missing for me, that I haven't been able to deal with properly.' Maybe skirt here and there but not really explore it.

The world of Unforgiven is a complicated world. It's an adult world. It's a world where violence doesn't solve any problems, it just changes the problems. That's a sea change for you.

Exactly. And that was very appealing to play and to explore. We're talking about people purging themselves and changing attitudes — I remember when I first spoke to Gene Hackman about playing this role, he said, 'Well, I don't want to do anything with any violence in it.' I said, 'Really?' He's had his share of violent films, too. I said, 'Gene, I know exactly where you're coming from. I've been involved in a lot of violent films, but I would love to have you look at this because I think there's a spin on this that's different. I don't think this is a tribute to violence, and if we do right, it's not exploiting it; in fact, it's kind of stating that it doesn't solve anything.' So when he read it, he could see where it was headed, and he decided to do it.

Did you relish de-mythologizing your persona?

Yeah. It was nice. It was fun. And you've got to be uncompromising there, too; there's nothing glamorous about it. He's a guy who's pretty much on the bottom.

What about de-mythologizing the West, the "Wild West"?

I didn't mind that either. Because it's been de-mythologized along the way. It's great to do it because I didn't have to work at it; it was there as part of the nature of the story. It was in the structure and the honesty of it. It was odd to start out with a guy who's quite inept. He's having trouble getting on his horse [laughs], he's rusty. It's different than the characters I've played, where of course they couldn't miss with the gun.

And I don't think there's ever been a western where the fear of death is discussed so openly. Munny sees the maggots at the door, so to speak. Tell me about your attraction to this idea.

The first philosophizing about death is when he's reminiscing about killing the guy whose teeth he shot through the back of his head; he's haunted by the memory of this guy who didn't do anything to deserve to get shot. And then when he has fever, he starts hallucinating, and he sees a guy with maggots crawling out of his head. He's constantly pursued by the visual image of what he's done in the past. Or images he's seen. Like for a guy who's been to war. Like for a guy who's seen the Lieutenant Calley [My Lai] massacre.

Like for the guy who's made violent movies and carries around a lot of visual images from those movies in his head?

[Smiling] Well, I don't know if that's analogous. ... It could be that the guy has all those violent images portrayed on the screen, and along comes a piece of material that allows him to do something that he's never been able to do in the past — which is to show where it all leads to.

To philosophize about, what is the value of it all?

Did the Rodney King tape get to you?

[Pause] Yeah. First time you see it, you're overwhelmed. You're overwhelmed — boy, seems like a little much to me. Course, you don't hear anything or see the prelude to it all. But anyway, under any circumstances, that seemed excessive. But then I got tired of it, and I got mad at the media for running it — cause I think they are exploiting it. The exact same people that are critical of the exploitation of the violence are in there exploiting it every time they can, running it again and again. The media has gotten so callous. It's all one-upmanship for ratings, so that's annoying. But without knowing it, there are certainly parallels to what goes on in Unforgiven.

In this film, the punishment never fits the crime. It's never about justice but about vengeance meets commerce, which I guess is what a bounty really is.

Justice never becomes part of it.

Justice is never even on the horizon.

Yeah, justice doesn't have anything to do with it. It's about conscience more than justice. [Long silence.]

Leaving this movie, I couldn't imagine you [Cont. on 108]
Eastwood

[Cont. from 71] playing a comic-strip action character again.

Yeah, I probably can't. I think the days of doing what I have done in the past are gone. This is the present for me. To be saying smart lines and wiping our tons of people-I'll leave that for the newer guys on the scene. And that's just part of my growing process. I wouldn't know what to do with such a thing now; I'd have a hard time concentrating on it. At one point, I could throw myself into it; now I need more of a demand. I don't know how to equivocate it: It's like you need more foreplay or something [laughs]. You need something better.

When you finished filming the shootout in the saloon, were you conscious of the fact that this might be the last time you'd do something like that?

Uh-huh [pause].

How did that feel?

It felt good. I was even conscious throughout the film that this might be my last western. I also thought this might be the last time I do both jobs - acting and directing. Maybe it's time to do one or the other. It's funny, you're the first person who's picked up on that, but I did have a feeling when I was doing that scene that it would probably be the last time I'd be doing that.

Earlier you said, unprompted by me I might add, that you are "not doing penance" for all the other characters you've played. Obviously, that concept is on your mind.

I said that unprompted, but I said that in such a way that maybe it is. I'm not consciously doing penance for the mayhem I have created on the screen in the past, but in a way it fits in. Because he is a man that is haunted by this experience. I think it's not a conscious thing to do penance. If I had done those other pictures, nobody would even think about it. But like you were mentioning, a lot of those people had things in their backgrounds that were kind of painful. This is the first one where you know all about it. He's been involved with some pretty bad mayhem in his day.

Another thing that shows up in your work is an attachment to the downtrodden. I can't believe that you've banded into these characters accidentally; there's clearly a selective process.

I probably have an affinity for the underdog, the downtrodden, the depressed. Who knows why? Either it's dramatically or being raised during the Depression. I don't know. Seeing a lot of that growing up in the Thirties. I don't know. I've never analyzed it. I never had the ambition to. Somewhere along the line there's some kindling that makes you gravitate towards a certain type of thing.

The downtrodden underdog, which your film personas is so attached to, seems quite different from your public persona away from the

screen as a card-carrying Republican. Society tends not to view Republicans as critics who have that sort of affinities. That tends to fall to Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition.

Well, I'm not in any of those camps. I'm not in Jesse Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, and I'm not in the Republicans' camp. I became a Republican only because when I turned twenty-one, Eisenhower was running and I wanted to vote for him as opposed to Stevenson. So I did that. And also, the Republicans were a minority, and it's fun to be part of a majority. At that time they were outnumbered in California. So I just became that. Actually, my views are probably leaning toward a libertarian point of view.

You're a bloody anarchist!

Not liberal. Liberal always has the connotation of somebody that wants to spend someone else's money. And conservatives don't want to spend on any of their own money. Let's be honest. I don't believe in anyone leaving everyone else alone. I've never approved of government meddling. Whenever people want to do is fine as long as you're not bothering anybody else.

So you're looking for a fusion of Milton Friedman and Noam Chomsky.

Yeah, exactly.

You get those two guys together, you've got a ticket.

You could. You've got a much better chance of getting those two guys together than some of these guys we've got now.

So you look at your greatest stretch-mark movie, 'Bird.'

Left stretch marks inside my brain, just over the cranium.

Spike Lee was quite upset with 'Bird.' He told me, 'How is it when Clint Eastwood makes a movie about Charlie Parker, that the two other most important people in the movie, Chan Parker and Red Rodney, are white?'

You know, it's a shame to make - and I think it's reverse racism, although I'm sure he doesn't quite know what he speaks of. I think he's a good man, but it's ironic to be the forefront of all integration in this country or anywhere in the world for that matter and in the early days in New Orleans, where people were judged just by what they did and not by their color.

Well, the music simply would not have existed without black and white coming together.

Exactly. And they were the predecessors of all integration in this country and, jazz is the truest American art form. And for some guy to come along now, in the Nineties, and try to segregate it in his mind, is . . . so, I don't know what Spike Lee is talking about. I think he was just shouting from the lip a little bit. I wouldn't be prejudiced if he wanted to do a thing on Mozart or Beethoven. More power to him. From a director's point of view, being a black man doesn't preclude you from doing a white story.

I'd like to bring up the epithet of the film, which is Fitzgerald's "There are no second acts in American lives." The quote was fitting for 'Bird,' do you believe in the concept?

It seemed fitting for [Cont. on 110]

Thompson

[Cont. from 56] diner called Doe's Eat Place (which I will hereafter and previously refer to as Doe's Café, because I like cafe and can't stand the cuteness of the other). The encounter was what we had come for; the Mamo a Mamo guy with the man we all agreed would probably be the next President - unless . . . Remember Willie Horton. Remember Gary Hart. Indeed. There are many rooms in the mansion, and there will always be wreckage in the Fast Lane. This is the Nineties, Bubba, and there is no such thing as Paranoid. It's all true.

So it is probably not Fair to dismiss Clinton as a Cowardly Crownt Fool for feeling too apprehensive when his scheduler set him up for an unprecedented and utterly unpredictable Lunch Forum. But it was a high-risk venture, for sure, and I had to like him for doing it.

Still, it seemed clear as we sat down for a lunch of Tamales, Tuna Fish and French Fries with the Next President that he was not real eager to be there. He behaved in a queer distracted manner and crushed my knuckles together when we shook hands. I shouted with pain, and Jane quickly intervened, saying: "Calm down, Governor. We're on your side."

I nodded merely and sat down in a tin chair at what was either the Head or the Foot of the table, thinking that the Candidate would naturally sit at the Other End, far out of reach of me.

But no. The creepy bastard quickly sat down right next to me, about two feet away, and fixed me with a sleepily-looking stare that made me very uneasy. His eyes had narrowed to slits, and at first I thought he was dazing off. . . . But he appeared to be very tense, as if he were ready to pounce.

Ye gods, I thought. What's happening here? This is not what I had in Mind. The interview had turned weird, and so had the Governor. No one else seemed to notice I was paralyzed with fear. But I was not totally brain dead. Just as I felt myself on the brink of passing out, I remembered I had a gift for Clinton, who continued to stare at me darkly.

I reached quickly into my rumpled shirt pocket and pulled out a brand-new Van-Doren tenor-saxophone reed, which had been entrusted to me by the famous photographer Fulton of Aspen, who also plays the tenor sax and has made Clinton's act on Arsenio.

I got the Governor's attention by gently waving the elegant little piece of cane back and forth in front of his eyes until he came vaguely alive and smiled at me. Hot damn, I thought. That was close.

He seemed almost friendly now. I explained that the reed was a gift from a fellow musician who wished him well, then I pressed it into his outstretched palm. The Secret Service boys reacted like Dobermans when I unexpectedly made uninvited physical contact with the Candidate and then gave him a small, unidentified object to put in his mouth, but I waved them off with a friendly smile. "Relax, boys," I said. "It's only a harmless reed - a tribute to Governor's art."

What happened next was so strange that I would have shrugged it off as one of those random, paranoid hallucinations that occur now and then, even to sane people - except that I have the whole long moment on Sony Hi8 Metal-E60 videotape, and there were also five or six witnesses who later recalled the incident with stark clarity and a creepy sense of damny that none of them wanted to talk about or even acknowledge at the time.

But it was true.

Clinton stared balefully at the reed for what seemed like a very long time, like a Chimp peering into his first Mirror. There was a sense of puzzlement on his face as he silently pondered the thing.

It was an awkward moment, Bubba. Very awkward. Nobody knew how to handle it. He seemed unhappy, almost angry as he fled the reed distractedly, saying nothing. . . . Then he rolled his eyes back in his head and uttered a wild quavering cry that made my blood run cold.

The others tried to pretend that it wasn't happening. We were, after all, in the South - and in some tangled way we were also the Governor's guests. Or maybe he was ours. Who knows? But there was no doubt at all that somebody was drifting over the line into unacceptable rudeness, and I didn't think it was me. Greider was sobbing quietly, and P.J. sagged limply in his chair. Jann began jabbering frantically about "the Generation Gap." A pall of helpless craziness came over the table, a sense of unknowable doom.

Then the Governor dropped the Reed on the table like it was just another half-eaten Potato scrap, brushing itblankly aside and suddenly smiling warmly at all of us, as if he had just emerged from a Pod and was happy to be among friends.

"No more music," he said firmly. "Let's have some food, I'm hungry." Then he grasped the wicker basket of French Fries with both hands and buried his face in it, making soft snorting sounds as he rooted around in the basket trying vainly to finish it off.

I was afraid, but Jann was quick to recover. "Easy, Governor," easy, he said in a suave voice. "Let me help you with that, Bill. Hell, we're all hungry." He smiled and reached out for the half-empty basket of fries, as if to share the burden - but Clinton snatched it away, clutching it to his chest and turning his back on us - a horrible thing to see.

Somewhere behind me I heard a kind of hissing, moaning sound as Eric, our hapless editor, stood up [Cont. on 109]
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Eastwood

[Cont. from 108] him because he was only getting to live the one act. For me, no, it's a three-act play. I hope [laughs].

Hopefully, the play pyramids and doesn't faller in the end.

Miles Davis, Bird's old sideman, had about five acts in his.

Yeah, he had a lot of different faces to his career. He had that wreck in the Lamborghini, he retired and had all his drug and booze problems, but he came back. I first met him in Seattle. I was doing Rawhide at the time; it was quite a few years ago, in the late Sixties or early Sixties. He wasn't with Coltrane, and he came over to intermission and asked me [imitating Davis's hoarse rasp]: "Will you send a picture to Miles Jr.? Miles Jr. is a fan of yours." I said: "Sure, Miles, I'll send one out." Then he told me to hang out, and I said I would. So after the set he came over and said, "Let's go out and get some bitches." So we went out to some after-hours joint, Seattle was kind of a closed town, but there was lots would last till way in the morning. So we went out and screwed off. Man, he was a character.

Are you thinking more now about forgiveness and redemption — the themes of Unforgiven — than you did as a younger man?

Maybe by getting the property at an early age and setting it aside until now, I was preparing for a certain time. I don't know. It delves into things I wanted to delve into. As we a society grow more tolerant of violence, of accepting life and death in the streets, and we don't seem to put our foot down. We get hardened.

We accept a higher and higher level of despicable behavior.

I know it. As our society drifts that way, maybe, from my point of view, it was time to analyze it from how it affects people. The perpetrator and the perpetrator.

Outside the golden rectangle of Hollywood projection, are things not going in our society the way you thought they were going to go ten years ago? We're in a great majority, so I just read all my moves in the first six months. I fired the planning commission; I dumped, I changed everything — things that normally would be quite shocking I did quickly.

Settie the day.

I seized it, grabbed it, ran with it, and I got things done, like a library annex that had been pending for twenty-five years. I could have hung around for another term and done a few more things, but it would have been half of what I did that first term. Plus the fact that you can't have a career. I did two films while I was mayor — Heartbreak Ridge and Bird.

No wonder 'Bird' was so dark; it was actually about the city council!

[Laughter] It was my city-council meeting! In Heartbreak Ridge, I was playing a character who I'd really like to have been as mayor. Stand tall and take names!